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Semi Auto Ultrasonic Cutting 

Machine (SE-WXH2009A) 

 

 

 

 
The semi-auto ultrasonic cutting machine is economical and ideal manual ultrasonic 

cutting equipment for all kinds of ribbon cutting especially elastic band. High quality 

finish products, the cutting edge is soft and nice, has won a great honor from customers. 

  

Summary 
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Technical Data 

Functions and Features 

 

 

 

Model SE- WXH2009A 

Voltage 220 V, 50/60 Hz 

Power 1200W 

Frequency 20KHZ 

Weight 55KG 

Size 1200*550*1500mm 

Productivity 30-60 times/min 

 

 

 

 Japan imported NTK transducers with strong output power and stable 

performance. 

 The machine head is integral casting, solid, strong and prevent from backwards. 

more steady working performance 

 Low noise with a frequency of 20KHz. 

 Easy operation of the ultrasonic generator control panel 

 With dividing ruler and limiting block; free length adjusting. 

 Adjustable cutter rest, adjustable cutter in free directions. 

 Easy cutter changing and fixing. 

 High precision, smart and reasonable design, also with beautiful appearance. 

 Adjustable cylinder, easy learning and operation. 

 High Speed▽can reach max 60 times per minute with experienced worker 

 Visualized Operation▽easy adjusting and auto count 

 High Quality, Auto sealing, without burned, black or loose edge. 

 Economical & Practical ▲ manual cutting, can reduce the equipment cost. 
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Machine Details 

 

 

 

 
Free located cutter rest, with dividing ruler which can measure the cutting length 

conveniently 

 
Adjustable cylinder, easy learning and operation 
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